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Abstract
This paper contains an adaptation of EM-based NP/PP heads semantic categories disambiguation to entire wordnet
senses. First, the preparation of a corpus to be semantically annotated and the wordnet on which the annotation is based
are presented. Next, the process of semantic annotation is discussed. Finally, its results are evaluated.
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1.

Introduction

The main goal of our work is to enrich the valence dictionary of Polish verbs by adding semantic
information. This information may be represented by
means of general wordnet semantic categories of nouns
or by synsets from the entire net. The plain syntactic
valence dictionary is a collection of predicates (here:
verbs) provided with a set of verb frames. Verb frames
consist of syntactic slots that represent phrases occurring in the corresponding position in a sentence. Thus,
our goal is to provide syntactic slots (here: NPs/PPs)
with a list of appropriate semantic categories for the
corresponding nouns.
In order to automatically acquire semantic information for a syntactic valence dictionary, we need a
large treebank where all NP/PP semantic heads are
semantically annotated. In (Hajnicz, 2009) we presented an application of the EM selection algorithm to
select the most probable semantic categories for each
NP/PP head in a clause. In this paper a generalisation
of the procedure for the entire wordnet hypernymy hierarchy is presented.
Our problem intersects with the Word Sense
Disambiguation (WSD) task (Agirre and Edmonds,
2006). However, contrary to an typical WSD task, we
are interested in the most general sense of a noun (i.e.,
including senses of its hypernyms) that is adequate for
a particular context (a clause).

2.

Data resources

Our main resource was the IPI PAN Corpus of Polish written texts (Przepiórkowski, 2004), referred to as
Kipi. From this corpus, we selected a small subcorpus,
referred to as SemKipi, containing 195 042 sentences.
Selected sentences contain at least one verb from a
preselected set of verbs. Details of the SemKipi creation can be found in (Hajnicz, 2009).
Sentences from SemKipi were parsed with the
Świgra parser (Woliński, 2004, 2005) based on the
metamorphosis grammar GFJP (Świdziński, 1992).
The parser was provided with the valence dictionary
prepared especially for our task, based on Świdziński’s
(1994) valence dictionary augmented with automati-

cally created valence dictionary by Dębowski (2007).
The dictionary entries of verbs preselected for the experiment were carefully elaborated.
Next, parsing trees of particular clauses were identified in parsing trees of each sentence and reduced to
their flat forms representing only arguments of a verb
(i.e., the subject and complements included in corresponding valence frames). As a result, we obtained
reduced parses of a clause composed of a verb and a
set of slots.
Świgra tends to produce large parse forests. The
number of reduced parses of a sentence is much smaller
than the number of entire parse trees, the more so as
we have considered only actual arguments of verbs
(without adjuncts). They were disambiguated by
means of the EM selection algorithm proposed by
Dębowski (2007) for the task of creating a syntactic
valence dictionary.
The whole process is presented in (Hajnicz, 2009).
In order to prepare an initial sense annotation
for NPs/PPs semantic heads (which would be later
automatically disambiguated), we used the Polish
WordNet (Derwojedowa et al., 2007, 2008a,b), called
Słowosieć (English acronym PlWN). PlWN is a network of lexical-semantic relations, an electronic thesaurus with a structure modelled on that of the Princeton WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) and those constructed
in the EuroWordNet project (Vossen, 1998). Polish
WordNet describes the meaning of a lexical unit (LU)
of one or more words by placing this unit in a network
which represents such relations as synonymy, hypernymy, meronymy, etc. For the construction of the
semantic valence dictionary only the part of PlWN
describing relations between nouns was needed. We
have focused on the synonymy represented by synsets
and on hypernymy represented by a directed acyclic
graph.
In the present experiment the version of PlWN
containing 15870 LUs representing 11270 nouns and
collected in 11780 synsets was used. Synsets were
linked by 12550 hypernymy relation arcs. Each LU
and each synset has its unique identifier (a natural
number).
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Table 1: The set of tops in the hypernymy hierarchy correlated with the predefined set of semantic categories in
Polish WordNet
Before the entire net was constructed, the set of
LUs was divided according to the predefined set of 25
general semantic categories. The process of the manual creation of the net was performed to the large extent w.r.t. this division. Thus, all synsets contain LUs
of the same category. To a large extent this concerns
hypernymy as well (most exceptions concern synsets
with several hypernyms). In Table 1 the list of LUs
representing synsets positioned on the top of the hypernymy hierarchy together with the corresponding
semantic categories.
In our experiments we use wordnet data transformed to simple tables assigning LUs lemmas, semantic categories and synsets they belong to to their
identifiers and hypernymy hierarchy between synsets
identifiers.
There exists another Polish wordnet (Vetulani
et al., 2007). Since we do not use the internal structure of wordnet data, we can easily adapt it to our
algorithms. The only problem would be caused by
manually prepared data used for evaluation.

3.

Semantic annotation

In (Hajnicz, 2009) the process of semantic annotation of verb arguments by means of semantic categories was presented. The EM selection algorithm
(Dębowski, 2007) was adapted for the WSD task. Its
three versions were proposed and compared: EMwhole treating each frame as a whole, EM-indep based
on the assumption that senses of arguments occur in
a clause independently and EM-incr adding slots incrementally to the most probable subframes of a par-

ticular length. In this paper the application of these
algorithms to the entire PlWN structure is discussed.
Therefore, we start with assigning a list of synsets
that contain an NP/PP head lemma. However, in contrast to the usual WSD task, we are interested in the
most general sense of a noun adequate in a particular
context. Thus, the list is extended with all the hypernyms of its elements. An example of a clause together
with a valence schema selected for it, a corresponding reduced parse and lists of senses assigned for the
arguments is presented in (1).
(1)

% ’Wspomniała pani, że mężczyzna widzi
w kobiecie anioła.’

(You have mentioned that a man sees
an angel in a woman.)
<widzieć np:acc np:nom prepnp:w:loc>
4-9 widzieć aff:fin:sg: :ter
[4-5:np:mężczyzna:sg:nom:m1:ter::
5995 6047 6776,
6-8:prepnp:w:kobieta:loc::
6047 6129 6776,
8-9:np:anioł:sg:acc:m12:ter::
66 67 5908 6045 6047 6771 6778]

The clause mężczyzna widzi w kobiecie anioła contains two NPs mężczyzna (a man) and anioł (an angel) and one PP w kobiecie (in a women) predicated
by the verb widzieć (to see). The syntactic frame chosen for the clause is presented (in <> brackets) together with the corresponding reduced parse. Syntactic information about arguments is augmented with a
list of corresponding synsets’ identifiers. Translations
of LUs belonging to those synsets can be found in Ta-

ble 2. The clause is not ambiguous: a single semantic
category person is assign to each noun. However, due
to the hypernymy hierarchy, lists of synsets are multielement even in this simple case.
syns. id.
66
67
5908
5995
6045
6047
6129
6771
6776
6778

list of LUs of a synset
angel, good person
angel, good spirit
supernatural being
man
being (creature)
person
woman
person positively judged
person w.r.t. sex
person w.r.t. his/her features

Table 2: Lists of lexical units belonging to synsets
having identifiers presented in (1)
Next, we split the reduced parse into syntacticsemantic valence frames. Thus, we obtain tuples in
which every NP/PP has only one category assigned.
All pronouns obtain an artificial sense pron, represented by artificial synset 0 with no hyponyms and
hypernyms. The disambiguation process consists in
selecting (using the EM algorithm) the most probable
frames. So, the reduced parse of the sentence (1) after
splitting transforms into the 3 × 3 × 7 = 63 frames,
some of them listed in (2). The one selected by the
EM-indep algorithm is marked by + symbol. Observe
that this is the most general sense person in the case
of every slot.
(2)

% ’Wspomniała pani, że mężczyzna widzi
w kobiecie anioła.’
<widzieć np:acc np:nom prepnp:w:loc>
acc: 66,
nom: 5995, w loc: 6047
acc: 66,
nom: 5995, w loc: 6129
acc: 66,
nom: 5995, w loc: 6776
acc: 66,
nom: 6047, w loc: 6047
acc: 66,
nom: 6047, w loc: 6129
acc: 66,
nom: 6047, w loc: 6776
acc: 66,
nom: 6776, w loc: 6047
acc: 66,
nom: 6776, w loc: 6129
acc: 66,
nom: 6776, w loc: 6776
acc: 67,
nom: 5995, w loc: 6047
acc: 67,
nom: 5995, w loc: 6129
acc: 5908, nom: 5995, w loc: 6047
acc: 5908, nom: 5995, w loc: 6776
acc: 6045, nom: 5995, w loc: 6047
acc: 6045, nom: 6047, w loc: 6047
acc: 6047, nom: 5995, w loc: 6129
acc: 6047, nom: 6047, w loc: 6047 +
acc: 6771, nom: 5995, w loc: 6047
acc: 6771, nom: 6776, w loc: 6129
acc: 6778, nom: 5995, w loc: 6047
acc: 6778, nom: 6776, w loc: 6776

All hypernyms of each synset always co-occur with
it. Thus, the frequency of synsets increases accord-

ing to hypernymy relation. Hence, if a synset S and
its hypernym SH have the same highest probability
for a particular slot of a particular valence frame of
a verb, than no hyponym of SH being a hypernym
of S (including SH itself) appears in this slot in the
same context. Therefore, the tuples of the less general synsets hŠ1 , . . . , Šn i are finally selected from the
results of the entire EM algorithm.
The method of using the relationship between
a predicate and its argument in order to disambiguate the sense of the latter (by means of maximal relative entropy) was proposed by Resnik (1993,
1997). However, he considered only one argument at
once, whereas we disambiguate the whole predicateargument structure of a clause. The secondary difference is that Resnik assigns only the actual senses of
words, whereas we accept their hypernyms. Nevertheless, this is easy to change in both methods.

4.

The experiment

4.1.

Manually annotated data for an
evaluation of the algorithm
In order to evaluate the algorithms, a small subcorpus of SemKipi was syntactically and semantically
annotated by a group of linguists. 240 sentences for
each of 32 preselected verbs were selected randomly
from SemKipi.1 The linguists performed three different tasks:
1. a correction of morphosyntactic tagging (tagger
errors),
2. a division of sentences into phrases, i.e., pointing
out their boundaries and syntactic and semantic
heads,
3. an assignment of a single PlWN semantic category to each noun in a sentence.2
We have selected sentences for manual annotation before SemKipi was parsed. Unfortunately, only
43% of manually annotated sentences were accepted
by Świgra (the problem of coverage of Świgra on
sentences from SemKipi is discussed in Hajnicz and
Woliński (2009)). In order to enlarge the test set and
to minimise the influence of errors resulting from the
preprocessing phase we extended the set of automatically preprocessed sentences with manually annotated
ones. If a sentence belongs to both sets, the manually
annotated version was chosen. Manually annotated
semantic categories of nouns were certainly deleted.
The results of the manual annotation were transformed to the format of Świgra post-processing (presented in (1)).
4.2. Efficiency of the algorithm
In order to disambiguate semantic categories, the
algorithms have to reduce the number of categories
1
More precisely, only single-verb sentences were chosen
in this sampling.
2
During manual annotation, the entire PlWN net was
not available.

algorithm
source
EM-indep
EM-whole
EM-incr

semcats
1.715
1.002
1.036
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synsets
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selected

6.543
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——
1.005
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transformed

——
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1.838
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1.003
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Table 3: Efficiency of the algorithms
algorithm

data set

c-corr

n-corr

acc

prec

rec

F

EM-indep

semcat
synset
selected
semcat
synset
selected
semcat
synset
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60.40
57.49
57.52
61.36
58.42
58.63
61.74
58.30
58.46

77.63
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74.05
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74.37
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77.68
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Table 4: Results of evaluation of the algorithms
assigned to a noun. We call this feature the efficiency
of the algorithm.
In Table 3 we present the mean of the number of
semantic categories assigned to occurrences of nouns
by all algorithms, including source data. The column
semcats contains data for the algorithms run on semantic categories, whereas the column synsets contains data for the algorithms run on entire wordnet
synsets. The results of selection of less general synsets
are presented in column selected, and the results of
transformation of selected synsets to their semantic
categories are shown in column transformed. Observe
that the mean of semantic categories obtained after
transformation of source data is a bit larger than the
mean of categories directly assigned. The reason is
that a synset and its hypernym could be differently
categorised.
Each column is divided in two, the first concerning
all senses and the second calculated without pronouns,
which always have the single sense, namely pron. This
leads to the decrease of the mean. The experiment
presented in (Hajnicz, 2009) was performed with pronouns distributed among all 25 semantic categories,
hence the mean calculated for all nouns is larger than
calculated without pronouns.
The median is always 1, even for source data. This
does not concern source data for synsets, for which
the median is 5.
Efficiency of all the algorithms is high, especially
when they are performed on synsets. The best one is
EM-indep, about one order of magnitude better than
the other two algorithms.3 . Observe that EM-whole is
more efficient for semantic categories whereas EM-incr
is more efficient for synsets. Note also that selection of
3

Since the mean is always less than 1.5, the comparison
is made only for its fraction part, the more so as the best
possible efficiency is 1.

less general synsets decreases the mean about 1 order
of magnitude.
4.3.

Evaluation of the algorithm

For the sake of evaluation a small subcorpus
HandKipi of SemKipi containing 5634 simple (single
verb) sentences manually annotated with verb arguments boundaries and syntactic and semantic heads
and semantic categories of nouns (cf. Hajnicz, 2009).
As a consequence of limited manual annotation in
HandKipi, we cannot evaluate actual results of tuples of synsets selection, since we do not have data
to compare with. Instead, we reduce synset annotation to corresponding semantic categories annotation.
Thus, we can only appraise whether we gained or lost
some knowledge.
In Table 4 the results of evaluation of all the algorithms are presented. Again, semcat means running algorithm on semantic categories, synsets means
running the algorithm on wordnet synsets, whereas
selected means evaluating results after less general
synsets selection. c-corr means correctness calculated
for whole clauses (i.e., all slots should have properly
assigned senses) and n-corr means usual correctness
calculated for single nouns.
The results of evaluation are very similar for all the
algorithms. The best results shows EM-indep, except
clause correctness and recall, which is coherent with
Table 3. EM-incr is a bit better than EM-whole. All
the algorithms show the best results, when they are
performed on semantic categories (where the task is
easier); selecting less general synsets helps a bit. This
is not really important result; the reason is that the
linguists used only the semantic categories of actual
nouns in annotated sentences, so semantic categories
of their hypernyms worsen the evaluation results.

5.

Conclusions

In the paper we presented an adaptation of EMbased NP/PP heads semantic categories disambiguation to entire wordnet senses. The results were evaluated after transformation to semantic categories of selected synsets. The results obtained for synsets were
about 2 percentage points worse. This is probably the
cost of more precise information.
The best results were obtained by the EM-indep
algorithm. However, it selects top synsets in 97.9 %
cases, whereas EM-whole— in 84.8 % cases and EMincr in 87.4 % cases. Thus, evaluation on sentences
manually annotated with entire synsets can give different and more reliable results.
For the experiment presented in (Hajnicz, 2009)
the correctness (calculated only for semantic categories) was substantially better. However, the experiment was performed with pronouns distributed among
all semantic categories. Moreover, the set of categories
assigned to each noun has changed during the entire
net construction, which could influence the manual
annotation process as well. Thus, these results are
incomparable.
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